ADVENTURE IN GREENLAND
05/08/2019 | 11 Days - 10 Nights | from Reykjavík to Kangerlussuaq | LE BOREAL

YOUR CRUISE
With the exceptional presence of Patrick Baudry.
This PONANT itinerary is your chance to embark on an 11-day
expedition cruise to Greenland. Aboard Le Boréal, you will enjoy a
combination of adventure and discovery in the company of an
experienced
team
of
naturalist
guides,
anthropologists,
ornithologists and marine mammal specialists...

STOPOVER
1

ITINERARY

Reykjavík (Iceland)
Embarkat ion 05/08/2019 from 16h00 t o 17h00
Depart ure 05/08/2019 at 18h00

2

At sea
06/08/2019

3

Nansen Harbor (Greenland)
07/08/2019

4

Qingminguart alik (Greenland)
07/08/2019

5

Skjoldungen (Greenland)
08/08/2019

6

Prins Christ ian Sund (Greenland)
09/08/2019

7

Narsaq Fjord (Greenland)
10/08/2019

8

Nuuk (Greenland)
11/08/2019

9

Kit sissuarsuit (Dog's Island) (Greenland)
12/08/2019

10

Disko Bay (Greenland)
13/08/2019

11

Evighedsfjorden (Greenland)
14/08/2019

12

Kangerlussuaq (Greenland)
Disembarkat ion 15/08/2019 at 07h00

From Reykjavik, you will touch the east coast of Greenland at
Nansen Harbor, the departure point of the ﬁrst ever crossing of
the ice sheet by the Norwegian Fridtjof Nansen. You will be able to
disembark and walk along the ﬁrst foothills of the ice sheet, a
gigantic mass of frozen freshwater.
During your cruise and Zodiac® outings, you will have many
opportunities to admire an abundant and varied fauna: seals,
whales, orcas, not to mention the many species of seabirds.
Your ship will then sail down the narrow Prins Christian Sund
passage, which connects the south-east of Greenland to the southwest. Jagged mountains, rocky cliﬀs, waterfalls and ﬂoating ice
form a wonderful wild landscape in which frolic colonies of bearded
seals.
To the country’s west, you will sail amid the blue icebergs of the
Narsaq region, and among the largest icebergs in the Northern
Hemisphere in Disko Bay, before reaching the steep cliﬀs where
nest the many birds in the fjord of Eternity.
Subject to ice and weather conditions. The expedition highlights and
itineraries described above illustrate possible experiences only and
cannot be guaranteed.

